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1. Welcome to OneBiz!
Dear reader,
Here we are, it's finally here! The start story which seemed like a thriller, at the first
presentation of the national Internet Marketing Conference in spring, 2014 in Berlin. Soon
after a large-scale road show across Germany, Austria and Switzerland, the new cloud
service for fully automated content, traffic and link building will be available.
First, "only" as a beta version and for a limited number of members to ensure system stability in
this transition phase and complete final tests. The best elements from the worlds of affiliate
marketing, content marketing, franchising, network marketing, and MLM were deeply merged in a
viral system and which combines in a novel platform for traffic building and visitor generation.
You can automatically organise all your future campaigns meaning: time-saving and powerful
control of a single platform in the future. The cloud service allows you basically 2 things. First, to
automate the just mentioned traffic building for your own projects by scheduled publish any
content on the Internet.
Second, a system modelled on the network marketing multi-stage commission and bonus program,
which is absolutely unique in its child. For affiliates, MLMarketer and investors with an interest in
passive income a great chance!
"Before OneBiz starts, you as a prospective customer, affiliate, Networker, future customer
and / or investor now have the chance to secure an excellent startposition in this
multi-stage commission and bonus program. Regardless whether and how you
wish to use OneBiz later."
Build your team now before the official launch of OneBiz and own a strong team. Help your team to
understand, how and for what one can use OneBiz later and train your team on how this act could
go viral creating teams and the process repeats itself.
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On the following pages you will and in your OneBiz account you will get detailed
instructions, finished training videos, ready to use advertising media with your affiliate link
and a "duplicate Format" developed from of OneBiz teams themselves which is one of the
biggest launches of the German marketing industry has ever built.
The launch will be which reads by a huge viral sweepstakes, which at the end will witness the raffle
of prizes and property worth several hundred thousand (!) Euro. The attention and thrust the
arising from these events, will help you to put your team structure in turbo mode and in the long
run build attractive residual income.
"If that does not help, then you could use the so-called" spill-over" effect which your
team levels, automatically fills by any promotional campaign, which is carried
out by the company OneBiz.com AG itself."
So you better get Get STARTED IMMEDIATELY by reading this ebook from the first to the last page
and then immediately start to advertise for OneBiz. Take advantage of the increasing attention
around OneBiz, get yourself a big cup of coffee and go best for the next 30 days daily as follows. It
could be the month of your life...
● Learn all about OneBiz
Visit the official blog, subscribe to OneBiz newsletter, take a look at the latest trailer video and
read the two official Ebooks.
● Take part in the Challenge
Turn out the many great bonuses, ebooks, discounts, tickets for OneBizCON and other incentives
freely in the "Challenge“. Every beloved hardcore audience or friend you invite successfully,
starts with a big bang - you are closer to the Bonus, as more points re generated while running
in parallel 175.000 EUR raffle and is directly attributed to your own team structure.
● Use the finished advertising material
In order to build a large team during biking at the Challenge until the official launch of OneBiz
unlock many bonuses and a lot of points to collect for the competition, should you create your
own advertising material from the many professional material from OneBizCON, you could use
them immediately in your account. Certainly, you can customize or edit this and publish your
team on the Internet.
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The way of OneBiz is certain! The company is systematically, and in a step-by-step online
and offline-based international franchise system in entrepreneurship and Marketing. The
path of OneBiz is set! The company wants to develop systematically and step by step into an
online and offline-based international entrepreneurship and marketing franchise system.
As a result you will be participating with your team not only on the digital services of the new cloud
service, but you will benefit from the online and offline oriented multi-stage commission and bonus
program in the long term and thus thousands local franchise offices around the world, again the
new customers who starts with a big bang - new users feeding the OneBiz system in their regions.
"A completely new dimension in franchising and network marketing is created, as well
as a huge opportunity for smart affiliates MLMarketer, customers, entrepreneurs
and investors who have recognized the new signs of the times! "
The best of the worlds of affiliate marketing, content marketing, franchising, network marketing,
MLM were deeply merged in a fractal, growing and strong, viral system and united together in a
new system for visitor generation and traffic building. Every online and offline companies in the
world will definitely need search services in our digital future.
The structure of a fractal cloneable and aligned franchise system not only extends the distribution
reach of OneBiz.com enormously, but also your compensation and passive income derived as a
partner in the next few years. Use one of the cloud 's most powerful tools for automated traffic
building on the Internet and you earn through referral, residual income. START NOW!
This could be the month of your life...
Good Luck!
Your OneBiz-Team
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2. The Heads of OneBiz.com AG
Heiko Häusler
Heiko Matthias Beyer (born in 1977) has helped to this day, almost 10,000 customers
to be more successful on the internet. He is responsible for many industry milestones
such as the launch of the BusinessMasterBox with an order volume over 1 million euro
within a week. Together with Thomas M. Duda, he is the initiator of the first internet marketing
franchise system the Internet Marketing Academy. He is also the founder and organizer of the
Internet Marketing Congress, with almost 500 participants. He is with his years of experience on
internet marketing and process automation themes one of the most innovative head of OneBiz.com
and optimally carrying significant responsibility for the development and transactions involved in
product development.
Thomas Duda
Thomas M. Duda (born 1965), studied civil and international marketing in Austria,
worked in Germany as a marketing and branding expert. In the last 25 years he was
with a renowned brand manufacturer (Siemens, Ferrero, Datev as well as the
international franchise group Conrad Electronics) and has consulted for the major national and
international industry of any kind. He is instrumental for the massive increase in sales of
Netzverdienst.com AG accounted for by the combination of internet marketing and telephone sales
and developed together with Heiko Häusler the Internet Marketing Academy franchise concept and
applies the strategist Tobias Knoof as the spiritual father of OneBiz.com.
Tobias Knoof
Tobias Knoof (born 1977) is one of the top strategists of the national marketing
industry, author of „TrafficPrisma“ series and „HypnoticMind“ and a well known traffic
expert with almost over 5.000 customers in Germany: With his popular marketing blog
Digital-Infoprodukte.de he managed within 2 years after the start to establish his blog on the list of
1.000 best visited sites in Germany and thus left behind 99.9 % of all other 16 million "Point.de"
domains in terms of traffic. He is chief strategist and planner of the viral-fractal company approach
the OneBiz.com AG, co-developer of online and offline-based franchise system and the strategic
head of OneBiz.com.
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3. The Commission system behind OneBiz
OneBiz is first and foremost product for the end user, which
increase its purchase volumes and success on the Internet
and in turn reduces dramatically time commitment. It's
about a fully automated content, link, and thus traffic
building for any desired website or any affiliate link on the
Internet.
The new cloud service turns completely round - the mechanism of advertising and ad-market.
Typically, a customer buys from Google or Facebook ads, and let this show on certain keywords.
This means that if paid, the display is switched. If not paid, the display is removed from the
network. The traffic flow is practically cut off immediately. And therefore the lead structure and site
sales too. In Contrary, OneBiz the user creates for himself a permanent and constantly growing
compensation in his advertmedium that never interrupts.
"Simply by placing user targeted and context-sensitive material at any time matching
content to appropriate sites on the Internet. This finely granular coordinated content
and link building increases the visibility in the major search engines and its own
content are increasingly found in the results. What leads to the traffic reflux
disease on their own sites & blogs."
Content and links remain still even after the use of OneBiz. What has been published on the web
OneBiz remains available at all times. The traffic flow continues, the lead building and website
conversion continues. A novelty in the advertising industry!
The special feature of OneBiz now is that, the cloud service not only solved the big customer issue
and how to automate this solution, but instead a conventional partner and affiliate program has a
lucrative multi-stage commission system on board, which is based on the principles of network
marketing oriented. An extraordinary combination when you think about the high commissions on
digital products as well as the residual income effect for large networks
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Added to this is the fact that OneBiz itself is an international online & Offline based
franchising system and so, the bonus and remuneration of OneBiz Partner with time can
stretch to hundreds, thousands, or even ten thousand-fold of branches around the world.
All stores will be run using the EKS-method ("bottleneck-focused strategy") created by Wolfgang
Mewes. In order to be the number 1. In their localities, the branches will need regular regional
events, workshops and seminars, in which Biz-Accounts will be advertised and in turn one attract
new partners.
Through the use of an internal training system, on which the one Biz-Account is built upon, all the
users will qualify step-by-step to be professional, and if interested they could be trained to take
over other franchises. OneBiz itself will carter for international supply of local Franchise-offices.
These offices then close the circle and bring new users, customers and partners in the MultilevelCommission-System.
"A self-reinforcing loop. Viral loops of the Cloud Services strengthen the Franchise-Branches
Network and this is strengthened through a feedback loop back to the users of the
cloud services. A viral architecture, which is a masterpiece by the digital and
the real world, and both loops seamlessly intertwined."
Networker and partners benefit from both worlds, the online-based franchise and Traffic-Cloud Service "OneBiz", and the offline based franchise with its network of regional offices across the
world. For Affiliates, MLMarketers and investors with an interest in passive income, a golden
opportunity!
Conventional MLM and network-companies have their sales
usually "only" to his own company and/or product 1. The
network-oriented Multi-level-Provisions - System of OneBiz
includes an entire franchise system, with all digital and local
offices, as well as to all Products, Services, and services which the
Franchise Central OneBiz.com AG in the overall system. A fully new dimension of payment rights,
commissions and long-term achievable residual income possibilities.
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In Order to better understand the Provisions system behind OneBiz, please read the following
pages carefully. We have tried to keep everything as simple and easy as possible. It is also
understandable that in such "fast over view" not all questions can be answered. In this case, we will
be happy to get your feedback /questions via our support!

Commission system
OneBiz is, in essence is a Network-Marketing -System with
a fixed 3-matrix with up to 7 Payout levels for normal user
or up to 14 payment levels for User in higher levels.
Principally, no user must participate in this Commission
scheme; it is, of course, just a voluntary offer!
A user can only focus on the use of OneBiz itself and the powerful tools for automated content, for
traffic and link building). Use. Because so many customers will be able to make long time and thus
invest in the monthly fees, however, there is just for partners, affiliates, and Networker in
conjunction with the multi-stage bonussystem a very lucrative situation. OneBiz will be available to
users for monthly fees.
As a result within the context of Network Marketing a "consumable", product is created whose use
every month is "used up" and must be recharged with a new membership. OneBiz Partner can
benefit from this "Charging" by inviting friends and partner and the commissions resulting from
membership monthly expenditure (purchases) constitute the benefit. The great news here is…
„OneBiz-Partner could distribute or share his own partner links distribute much more
quickly and effectively on the Internet, using the help of the OneBiz-System and thus
“turning on the Turbo mode” when building their own team and Provisions-Structure!"
The upcoming launch will be accompanied by a huge viral sweepstakes, in which at the end of
several hundred thousand (!) Euro raffle prizes and property will be won. The attention and thrust
which is created on this market will help you fill your team structure in a rush and in the long term
secure Provisions rights throughout online and offline-based international franchise system.
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From the very start of the system Inflows / outflows and internal Commission award
denominated in U.S. dollars and Euros will be possible.
While deposits are basically in Euro or USD the user can decide whether he or she intends to have
his commission payouts in Euro or USD. When he comes and logs into the system via the
German-Page, euro is the set Currency while via the English page, then USD is set as default.
The commission will be calculated in percentage and if necessary to the current daily exchange rate
on the default currency of the partner, in which his commission account is fixed.
On Payment we follow two objectives: Ordering of products must be possible in various simple and
convenient ways, especially in the case of subscription products with recurring monthly numbers.
In addition to credit card payment method payments, direct debits and SEPA direct debits must be
provided.
Basically users must have the chance to have - system balances (ewallet) so that these can then be
paid off when required or used for paying the monthly access costs. This means that the user can
load any amounts on his internal account, use this for any actions, but equally deduct any amount
when needed.
"All commissions are paid here to the Ewallet of customer accounts.
The customer can manage his commissions as he wants."
As a blueprint systems we have - the platform envato.com or fotolia.com, in which the users
centrally earn "credits" and invest in products or services kits Publications. In our case, however,
the user does not acquire any credits, but directly Euros or USD balances.
If a user buys a product, he lands on the payment screen. Basically there is a possibility to choose
between paying by credit Ewallet, PayPal, credit card and direct debit. In addition to payment by
credit selection button, currently commission account balance amount is available.
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The Three-Matrix in OneBiz
In the OneBiz‑Account, a user can generate its partners. New users, who register themselves via
with OneBiz.com, are placed into the team structure of the promoting user.
“As a matter of principle, new users are written
into a closed three-matrix.“

A
B1

B2

B3

C1 C2 C3

C4 C5 C6

C7 C8 C9

When the user A advertises a new user, so this is written at position B1. He advertises two other
users, so they end up in the structure in the positions B2 and B3. As soon as he advertises the fourth
user, he lands at position C1.
If the user B1 now advertised the user C2, the fifth referred a user arrives at the position C3, the
sixth at position C4, etc. Commissions are paid in this plan available via 7 or up to 14 levels.
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Structure Plan
Specifically, this means a user gets 7 % commission each
on sales by up to7th level, In addition, users receive from
a specific account status still low bonuses. And on sales
that are made at lower levels of the structure.
All revenues throughout OneBiz system will account for
commissions in real time. Basically there are commissions
credited to your eWallet account from where the users got
paid out on request or can purchase other products from
OneBiz or from the franchise ecosystem.
Another peculiarity in the structure plan is that it is paid for
every new customer you refer; his first month post will be
ALWAYS paid 100% as commission to the partner.

Levels
Commission
Level 1
7%
Level 2
7%
Level 3
7%
Level 4
7%
Level 5
7%
Level 6
7%
Level 7
7%
On Reaching certain AccountLevels an Extra Deep Bonus:
Level 8
6%
Level 9
5%
Level 10
4%
Level 11
3%
Level 12
2%
Level 13
1%
Level 14
0,5%
TOTAL
70,5%

"If, for example, due to your partner activities a user booked a 97€ month membership,
you will receive the first month 97€ commission and in all other months of the
membership of the commission according to the table.“
Basically, the first month of sales decline in subscription products to 100 % of the partner
who has advertised the customer - regardless of the position in the matrix.
Similarly, go for annual packages and other products with one-off payment. The advertisers
receives immediately 35% of sales price. A further 35% of sales are shared via the payoff matrix as
described.
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If you look at the entire online and offline-based internationally oriented growing franchise
system in this context, one can readily see the potential residual income even in the clear
and comprehensive team structures.
For to get their payments we aim at a solution, through which
users get commissions transferred on their own SEPA bank
account. In addition, there will be one on "OneBiz.com" branded
debit card with which each user could freely via his eWallet go
shopping worldwide via millions of card acceptance locations.

The Order of the Debit Card must be carried out from the owner´s OneBiz account.. Must
equally be owned in combination with an online accounts with an internal credit account.
Here is basically only a direct mapping possible, for one credit account there must be only a
debit card account.
So far that´s the first small introduction to the OneBiz - commission and payment system. This is
available to all customers, users, partners, affiliates, and networkers on a voluntary basis at their
disposal. OneBiz itself is a traffic - cloud service with which users specifically kits Publications
operate content, link and traffic building.
Both things are independent of each other, but kits Publications are shared anyway. In particular,
the promotion and distribution of your own OneBiz partner links can be made directly available via
the platform clever way equal.
This notwithstanding, we intend to show you on the following pages, how you can distribute your
own kits Publications OneBiz affiliate link quickly and effectively on the Internet and build a strong
team structure in record time. The Product launch of OneBiz is accompanied by a large viral
sweepstakes. Why this is so and how you benefit as a partner and build your team read the
following chapter.
Let's go...
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4. The Drivers of viral OneBiz platform
OneBiz coming! That's for sure. What is also certain is that
the launch of the new cloud services is accompanied by a
large viral sweepstakes. And for a good reason... a reason that
you should especially know as a partner, affiliate &
networkers.
"The lottery is a huge viral lever which provides you great
support and will help build a solid team structure!"
It works like this: The competition will run throughout the prelaunch phase to generate strong attention in the market. Virtually anyone who wants to and has an
interest in the many prizes on cloud service from OneBiz or interested in the possible commissions
and residual income streams from the affiliate program can participate.
The exciting thing now is that all of the above (raffle, OneBiz and Portal) are deeply intertwined
with each other. If you invite for example a friend or colleague to OneBiz sweepstakes or you
recommend others to register at OneBiz to secure a free account, so this new contact will be added
directly to your OneBiz team structure of the affiliate program.
If this new contact now in his turn, invites other contacts, you also participate in, sales commissions
from this contact too… up to the 14th level. That is: It’s not just to fill their own team structures. It's
much more about training your team, so that every team member can set up their own team. That's
the power of multiplication and the mechanism on how to get your team to grow rapidly.
Not acquire, train and multiply!
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It is precisely this aspect that we intelligently incorporated into the OneBiz sweepstakes
which runs during the prelaunch phase on OneBiz.com. Also on board is a clever points
system, which has the same three viral driver:
● DRIVER 1 - point system
By registering on OneBiz.com a user backs up his account and is automatically entered into the
Sweepstakes. By participating, he receives 1 lot for the raffle, which comes in the total draw,
from which at the end of the competition the winners of valuable prices are determined Each
participant now has the possibility of increasing his unlimited chance of winning by simply
taking part in various actions using further raffle tickets. These actions are repeated as kits
Publications. Thus, a user may well also build hundreds of raffles, all of which migrate to the
total raffle draw, which greatly increases his chances to win one or more prizes of course. A
powerful viral driver, which you as partner could use: Recommend good friend and colleague
for the Sweepstakes, and show them how this particularly quickly collect many draws and thus
increase their chances of winning the lottery. All the contacts who invite their friends or
colleagues, migrate now also into your team structure. For that reason, always remember to
train your contacts and team members, as these kits Publications build a powerful team itself.
● DRIVER 2 - Start Challenge
In addition to numerous prizes worth several hundred thousands of Euro, which are payable at
the end of the contest, kits Publications active partners can gradually even unlock valuable
bonuses during the Sweepstakes action. For example, you get this EBook and get on the same
path you will get more bonuses such as awards, Discount Codes for OneBiz, valuable learning
and training materials around traffic building or even tickets and tickets for major events such
as the OneBizCON. For example, After 10 successful Invitations you will get free posters from
the Traffic prism series, after 25 successful invitations a 25 % discount voucher for the OneBiz user or after 100 successful referrals a free VIP ticket for the OneBizCON . Another powerful
viral driver because the participants are not only rewarded in the long term (after winning the
game), but also in the short term (every small Milestone) Bonuses - are available at 1, 3, 5, 10,
15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250, 350, 500, 750 and 1000 successful invitations. Inform your
contacts about the Bonuses and invite them. All contacts wander back into your team structure.
Then you train your contact to do the same.
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● DRIVER 3 - Finished promotional material
Please refer to your account OneBiz to find numerous ready advertising material. For example,
blog posts, feature articles, press releases, banners or videos. All advertising materials already
include your affiliate personal link and kits for “Copy & Paste" will be distributed on the
Internet. Clever users write the contents to something or adapt at least so that you have a
unique text on the Internet. All new registrations on OneBiz which run via this available link
partners are assigned directly to the team structure of the corresponding user accounts. An
equally powerful viral component with which you will quickly achieve results. Remember again,
your team must be trained gradually to do the same and repeat the process. This will fill your
team structure in turbo mode. So do not just invite people, but instead help them build their
own large teams. Train your team, support them and anchor the OneBiz code of honor with you
and your team partners.
To better understand the power behind the drivers mentioned, let us work
together to build a sweepstakes below. Through this planning process, you
will realize the enormous thrust behind such online events, and also the
potential and the amazing opportunity to have that Affiliates, Partners and
networkers with the Prelaunch of OneBiz.
We'll show you what resources you need to have in order to plan a large
Contests- how to organize them Cheap and where you will find sponsors for
your own competitions. What must you watch out for? And how this could
cleverly lift your business production "viral loops" the Virality of such a contest could raise
awareness and accelerate your business to a "take off" in the market...
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How you can build a viral Sweepstakes
Raffle draw Competitions as a marketing method has long been used and
applied with great success. Most people think, however that the
organizers are address broker, huge companies and corporations who
have the wherewithal to buy the prices in advance to justify the huge
enormous efforts and sum involved... At least this is the opinion of most
business owners, bloggers or webmasters!
Wrong Thinking Approach!! Today virtually everyone can build Contests for marketing purposes,
even if you have only a small site and a “home business “. Perhaps you remember the sensational
competitions of TrafficPrism or HypnoticMind? In particular, in the latter case new leads and back
links were generated within a few weeks on the internet.
"An enormous attention wave pushed at the time of this contest through the Internet.
A total of over 10,000 individual actions ( Likes, Pluses, retweets, shares,
comments, links, references, etc.) emerged on the social web. At the end,
HypnoticMind hit with a "bang" on the market."
It is important to understand the construction of viral competitions, it eventually comes to own
target audience and to potential partners, affiliates and customers. For there where "noise" is, other
people like to play with. With a properly constructed viral Sweepstakes very significant economies
of scale for an online business kits Publications can be achieved.

Benefits clever viral contests:
●
●
●
●
●
●
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● Viral contests do not end with the registration. They start there and allow the participants to
collect more and more draws, making these kits Publications enhance virtually any their own
chances of winning.
● Viral competitions provide participants with different actions where they receive in addition
lottery draw tickets. All draws get into the total lottery competition, from which the winners at
the end of the competition will be determined. The more lotteries a participant collects the
higher his chances of winning one or more of the valuable prizes!
"These points and reward mechanism is the "original drivers" of a viral contest. Each
participant creates therefore many small viral loops. The sweepstakes levers itself."

Step 1: Planning...
Well, let’s go step by step through so you will know what to do to use the OneBiz Sweepstakes to
achieve great attention in the market. The first step of course, is to consider the entire concept. How
high do you want to take the competition to? Which viral power should in an ideal case result out of
it? Which viral tools, services and providers are available? And what prices are intended for the
available audience?
Keep everything in writing and create a chic organization chart of the sequence and the viral
traffic flow. This might look something like this:
● You announce your Lottery draws on your website and inform your customers and readers.
● You publish the contest on your website and give the official go-ahead.
● Each participant in the competition must register via a form. He then receives to the double
optin process an email in which he has to confirm via a link... so with this is the application
completed. The interested party is led by the email to a special page, which marks the entry
point into the "viral loop". With the start of or participation in the Sweepstakes, the user has
already received one lottery ticket.
● Now you can collect more lottery tickets getting through many users reusing the prefabricated
content on the Web and sharing them (or even develop their own and again share). However, all
advertising materials must relate to the Sweepstakes and apply its free participation, so that the
message goes from the competition and more and more pages can be found on the internet on
same theme.
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● These other sites also have daily traffic and visitors who click on the link and enter the
sweepstakes competition . In response, the new user logs in and also takes part in the
competition. In order to increase their own chances of winning, they start to distribute contents
available via the competition on the web.
● Increasingly more viral loops arise and the competition escalates after the famous "Butterfly"
principle even high. An exponentially growing "Attention bow wave" is created and the traffic
numbers of the site and the contest "Lift Off".
The special feature of a viral sweepstakes now is that every participant can affect his own chances
of winning by himself and so, has it in his own hand! Participants kits Publications in the lottery just
"participate" and register for free (and get the first and only lottery tickets) OR they increase their
own chances of winning by participating in many different actions and vigorously collects more
lottery. Dozens. Hundreds. Thousands.
"In addition to it, a fair system! For the most diligent work out the best winning chances
and will most rewarded with corresponding prices."
To make sure that the whole mechanism really works, you should plan the viral actions in the next
step. For every action the raffle participants gets in the Sweepstakes period additional tickets. See
all items by all participants during the Sweepstakes be collected in a large draw. The more tickets a
single subscriber has the more his chances to win at the end. At the end the winner will be chosen
by a random script.

Step 2: The viral actions...
Each participant can now repeat the viral actions as often and get every time again the
appropriate number of raffle draws credited to his "lottery account". The principle is
actually so simple that it amazes us why hardly anyone in the German marketing industry
has not used this concept.
"The launch of the viral TrafficPrism and HypnoticMind were based partly to a large
extent on the "elated mood" and emotionality of the competitions."
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The virality arises in this Sweepstakes concept due to the fact that the more lotteries
gathered, the more actions you carry out. The actions can be repeated by each participant.
"Another viral effect is that in viral sweepstakes, contain already all the advertising
materials that are available for the participants to partner link of the user. The user collects
the distribution of advertising materials (not only the recommendations of the Sweepstakes
to friends ) but with each action more lotteries draws and the distribution of his own
affiliate links on the Internet."
All newly registered users from the partner links wander one after the other now via their own
affiliate link, into the team structure which further amplifies and stabilizes the partner
commissions. All in all, participants in such contests have 5 major benefits:
●
●
●
●
●

The more tickets you earn, the higher your chances of winning.
The more tickets you earn, the more prizes you will win.
The more tickets you earn, the more partners come in your team.
The more tickets you earn, the more commissions you will secure.
The more tickets you earn, the more bonuses you will unlock in kits Publications.

As an affiliate, partner or networker you can of course Basically distribute your own OneBiz affiliate
link campaigns anytime, anywhere. Just to Product launch we advise that you recommend the
competition to your networks and contacts lists because then the hurdle for a registration (and thus
a new member in your team structure) is at its lowest.
Furthermore, this new member can also leverage the viral Sweepstakes and Launching opportunity
to build a team, what again in the long run will be to your advantage. The following are some viral
campaigns as they are seen in the current OneBiz Sweepstakes:
● Sign up for free for the € 175,000 prize draw and secure your position in the OneBiz
network and a private OneBiz account. (1 lottery raffle)
After registration you will automatically take part in the raffle and kits Publications and begin to
implement the presented actions to collect lottery draws and thus increase your chances of
getting the many valuable prizes! As an "instant win" you will automatically receive a bonus
after registration, which is not yet revealed.
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● Integrate the Show Video from OneBiz in your website or publish it in your YouTube
channel and other video portals (10 lottery tickets)
Publish the OneBiz trailer on your web pages and blogs. Per publication you will receive 10 lots.
The 10 more tickets you get when you download the OneBiz video and then upload to a video
sharing website like YouTube, MyVideo or Sevenload. Alternatively, you can also use such
services as Tubemogul.com or Trafficgeyser.com use. Per Video Portal and per publication of the
OneBiz videos visit 10 more lots.
● Writing a blog post about the OneBiz sweepstakes or publish one of the pre blog posts
from your OneBiz account (10 lots)
Create a post available via this competition on your own site (or use the pre-made blog posts)
and link to the sweepstakes blog post on OneBiz.com . For example, assign points out that there
is a huge competition for webmasters, bloggers, online entrepreneurs and shop owners that the
competition runs about 1 month, and there will be prizes to be won valuing € 175,000. Use also
Blogger sites like WordPress.com or Blogger.com. Per publication you will receive 10 more lots
and thus further increase your chances of one or more prizes.
● Share the Sweepstakes on Facebook, Twitter, Xing, LinkedIn or Google+ (5 lots)
Tell you in your social networks of this Sweepstakes. Their friends, colleagues and
acquaintances Click on the social buttons in the OneBiz account or login directly to your social
profiles a. Then you post a status message with partner link for the competition. Pro post in one
of your social networks you get 5 lots. Post regularly updates about the raffle or OneBiz in
networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Xing, LinkedIn or Google. Each additional message brings
five new lots per network.
● Write a newsletter about OneBiz or game to your list (35 lots)
Send a short message (or use the predefined email texts in OneBiz account) available via the
Sweepstakes to your email list and point out that it is a big competition for webmasters,
bloggers, online entrepreneurs and shop owners, which runs about 1 month and one can win
prizes with a total value of € 175,000. Enter your newsletter readers with the tip that every
participant wins and just after the free registration can download an ingenious Bonus now. With
this method, you increase enormously the building of your team structure. Per shipment to a list
you get 35 more tickets for the raffle.
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● Insert links to OneBiz.com in your blogroll, documents or signatures (5 lots)
Create a link on a page accessible by search engines on your website with the link text "more
traffic" and link this with your affiliate link to OneBiz.com. Put the link, for example, in your
sidebar, header, and footer, in a blog post or in your blog roll. You can also use links to the prize
draw in signatures, documents, emails, newsletters, auto responders, etc. For every link you put
on the Internet, whether in blogrolls, signatures or documents, you will receive 5 lots each.
● Include an OneBiz banner on your website (7 lots)
Take advantage of the finished web banners in OneBiz account and embed them into your
websites and blogs. Or even on a logout page, confirmation pages, thank you page. Also
recommended is the integration of the banner in the sidebar or in the header of a blog. You will
find markings as many banners Embed on your web pages and blogs on the Internet. Also on
other pages that you create (WordPress.com, Blogger.com, etc. menu) for each integrated
banner on the internet you will get 7 lots and thus increase your chances of one or more of the
valuable prizes of the competition.
● Sponsor your own prize for the viral OneBiz sweepstakes (20 lots)
You would like to contribute your own prize to this raffle draws? No problem, you can apply via
our support, stating your available prize: (support@OneBiz.com) and provide us your, possible
prize including value, volume, image, link and short description. Prizes could be: Banner space,
membership sites, membership Blazed, coaching, consulting, digital products, physical products,
books, DVDs, CDs, software, tools, templates, themes, templates, plugins, scripts, seminars,
tickets, However, coupons, discount vouchers etc. Your price however must have reference to
Themes: Marketing, Internet and Business. So through this attention-grabbing Sweepstakes you
can build and increase your winning chance with 20 new lottery tickets. Certainly you can
sponsor and propose more prizes.
● Publish a press release about the viral OneBiz sweepstakes (10 lots)
Create a press release available via this Sweepstakes (or use one of the prepared press releases
in OneBiz account) and publish them to the desired news archives. Alternatively, use press
release distribution as PRmaximus.de or PR Gateway.de to spread your press release. For
example, assign points out that there is a huge competition for webmasters, bloggers, online
entrepreneurs and shop owners that the competition runs about 1 month and it prizes with a
total value of is to win € 175,000 available via. Per publication of a press release and per press
portal 10 lots. A publication of a press release available via Open PR or PR gateway where the
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message is sent to dozens of press portals, bringing you hundreds of the same lots at once,
which greatly increases your chances on one or more prizes.
Well, the basic viral mechanism of the competition should now be clear. Incidentally, once more! An
important reminder: Anyone participating in the Sweepstakes and starts with the first action ... so
logs on to win the game and secure the OneBiz account ... automatically obtains a Partner-ID/Link.
“Any link which a participant with the Sweepstakes actions embeds (and for it, he got lots), is
ultimately his own affiliate link (which own commissions and residual income based).”

Summary
Viral marketing makes use of two fundamentally different methods. On one hand, virality by
quality or funny content initiated but are technically using special tools, campaigns or
lottery mechanisms “up Rocks" (link bait) or raffle draw competition itself.
„The secret of lottery marketing lies in the combination of high prices in connection with
so called "viral loops"... so a kind of traffic loop or feedback mechanism on the
competition itself."
If combined with a multi-stage commission and bonus system, the feedback mechanism is the
"killer application", That´s exactly what we have done at OneBiz and just added the 3 drivers
mentioned to it. A fantastic opportunity for affiliates, partners and networkers who want to quickly
and effectively build their own team structures. For building and training purposes, lots of helpful
information will found in your OneBiz partner account.
All major platforms like YouTube, Facebook, Myspace, Xing or use this strong, known viral helper ...
with or without competition! Content is carried on so virtually no marketing by the owner-user but
the networks just like the user benefit from both sides.
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This is done at a rate which could be likened to epidemics. Especially - funny, entertaining or
“profit - promising “contents and information spread like wildfire on the Internet. OneBiz
can equally offer this because behind the network is a real product, namely, a tool for fully
automated content, traffic and link building on the internet.
"So if you have no email list, then use the email and contact lists, websites and blogs of the
people you know... eg Your customers, readers, fans, friends, followers and colleagues in
social networks ... and invite them as discussed earlier."
The uniqueness of OneBiz is that the cloud service not only solved
the huge issue of getting customers and how to automate this, but
delivers a conventional partner and affiliate program a lucrative
multi-stage commission system built on board, which is based on
the principles of network marketing. An extraordinary
combination - when you think about the high commissions on
digital products as well as the residual income effect for networks.
In addition, OneBiz in an international Online & Offline based franchise system guided by
commission and payment rights extending worldwide so with time on hundreds, thousands or even
tens of thousands of stores.
Through the internal training system, which is gradually built up in the OneBiz account, all users
will be gradually trained as professional users, and if they are interested in further franchisees.
OneBiz even offers more international supply of local franchises. These branches then close the
circle and bring in new users, customers and partners in the multi-stage commission system, and
thus in your team structure and commission account.
A self amplifying-loop. Viral Loops of cloud services, strengthens the franchise network of branches
and by feedback again the number of users of cloud services. A perfect design for fractal growth of
the company, which runs through the digital and the real world, and both viral loops "online and
offline" merges seamlessly into one another.
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5. Guide to building a strong team
Step 1 - The Partner Link
Tip 1: Use your personal partner link below for article directories, web directories, web directories,
comments in blogs, forums or chats, or in email signatures, documents, signatures and bookmarks
for social bookmarking sites.
Tip 2: To make your affiliate link "invisible" and thus to increase the click through rates even
further, you should use the so-called "Hidden Affiliate Tools". So the user does not recognize on the
website or in the newsletter that he clicks on a Partner link. This will usually lead to highest upper
click-through rates, which work for more applications of a larger team structure and faster
commissions. Search at Google for appropriate tools like Bitly or use for example the free script
"Linkmask" or WP plugin "Pretty Link".

Step 2 - Newsletters, Broadcasts & Autoresponder
Newsletters are an excellent way without their own products or websites on the internet to
make money. Make easily available in your newsletter or auto responder the Sweepstakes
and OneBiz and integrate it to your affiliate link. Ready-to-text modules including subject
lines for your newsletter can be found in OneBiz account.
Certainly you could adapt, combine or edit the texts according to your preferences. You have a
newsletter or any email list? Then look around on the following websites. There you will find a lot
of matching Newsletter by other webmasters on which to find your target audience. The Newsletter
kits Publications book at cheap rates and thus send your affiliate link to the appropriate target
audience.
●
●
●
●
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Tip 1: Send newsletters to your entire mailing list or create a text in your auto responder series, so
that each (new) subscriber of your newsletter (after a certain time) receives this mail
automatically.
Tip 2: You don´t have your own newsletter? You will find in the above Websites great looking
newsletters and then book the appropriate distribution at a reasonable cost.

Step 3 - Blog Posts
Google loves blogs in general and WordPress in particular. Therefore, it is not surprising
that many searches keep coming up through blog posts in search results. Well optimized
blog posts can reach within a few hours very good rankings in the search engines and thus
generate in this way great traffic.
Ready Blog Posts about OneBiz and the raffle can be found after logging in your OneBiz account.
Take advantage of the pre-optimized blog posts and publish them in your blog. All blog posts should
be of course adapted and the lyrics, written accordingly or combined for better effect. However,
make sure that your affiliate link is always maintained.
You do not have a blog? Then use the following blog services and create for yourself in a few
minutes one or several professional blogs. Thereafter, post your items (pre blog posts from OneBiz)
in your newly created blogs and so, distributing your affiliate link. Alternatively, you can use the
Blogs - also great for Guest writer on other websites, newsletters and blogs. Please rewrite this in
advance and use only OneBiz content only as a template.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Tip: To create a successful blog with high resonance and to create a lot of traffic, you should make
sure your contributions are known by the so-called Pinglists. Just sign your blog post in after the
release at this ping service: www.pingomatic.com. Also, you should sign up to the RSS feed of your
blog at all contemporary RSS directories. Use tools like „feed-submitter“.

Step 4 - Professional Article
In the short history of Internet marketing so far, dozens of marketing methods have
developed: Some - effective and others less ineffective. To build a long-term visibility in the
search engines you should also include the so-called article marketing in your strategy,
which will then be published in a particular professional article-category-portals.
By so doing, you will not only be positioning your own affiliate link on other sites, but also expand
its expert status and further underline it. Ready Articles available via can be found after login in
your OneBiz account.
The technical articles usually stay for years and create thereby a steady stream of traffic, leads and
commissions. So take advantage of the finished articles and publish them in the biggest and most
well-known article directories and expert communities on the Internet. Your affiliate ID is included
in all professional articles. Here is a list of article directories for the publication of the article:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

www.ehow.com
www.examiner.com
www.hubpages.com
www.squidoo.com
www.ezinearticles.com
www.goarticles.com
www.articlesbase.com

Tip 1: You can always add or insert the journal articles in all possible directories, article portals or
experts-portals. It is also possible to adapt and optimize the professional articles to suit your
preferences of the concerned websites and even add your name under it. Always make sure that
your affiliate link is retained at the end of the paper reporting.
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Step 5 - Press Releases
Press releases are very popular and powerful marketing strategies, as these messages are
not after advertising "scream", but are written in a neutral and objective news style. Take
advantage of the press releases in your OneBiz account and publish them to the largest and
most famous news archives.
Your affiliate ID is already embedded in each press release. However, you should ensure that you
mask the partner links, so they are not recognizable as such especially in this advertising medium.
Such tools can be found on Google under "affiliate Link masking". Use these portals to publish press
releases for free:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

www.openpr.com
www.newswiretoday.com
www.free-press-release.com
www.pressreleaser.org
www.prfire.co.uk
1888pressrelease.com
pressreleasepoint.com

Tip: Press Releases just like articles in professional articles portals have always an URL in the
footer of the text specified (or occasionally in the text). The links in the pre-press releases already
contain your personal affiliate ID. In addition, press releases by content syndication in numerous
large and small sites and blogs are involved, which leads to more clicks on your affiliate links. Take
advantage of the great press release distribution like Open PR or PR-Gateway to spread your press
releases broad-based.
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Step 6 - Social Bookmarking
Most web promotion tactics have one thing in common. They try as much as possible to
scatter many partner links with their own affiliate ID on the Internet to conduct the more
traffic to their own affiliate link and thus generate higher commissions.
On the issue of the so-called social bookmarking communities it is important to know, in which
bookmarks (bookmarks) should you add your Bookmarks? Use the following list of the most
famous and big social bookmarking communities. Add your affiliate link to your profiles on these
communities.
●
●
●
●
●
●

www.digg.com
www.delicious.com
www.newsvine.com
www.diigo.com
www.stumbleupon.com
www.reddit.com

Do not have a profile in any of these social bookmarking communities, so simply sign up in advance
for free at the desired services. Once your affiliate link in these portals is registered, these can then
be found in the communities, exchanged, evaluated and commented upon, which leads to more
clicks on your affiliate link. Again, it is advisable to mask the affiliate link.
Tip: Certainly, you will find added, in the same "breath" the links from your own website or blog.
Pay attention to a balanced ratio of 20 to 80 (Pareto principle). 20% own links, partner links and
advertising links and 80% real recommendations as well as informative sources for high-quality
content on the internet.

Step 7 - Text Links
Text links can quickly and easily be inserted in websites, blogs, newsletters, Posts, Articles,
Documents, E-books, recommendation pages, social profiles, in the body text of a web page
but also in the header, footer, sidebar, blogroll or in the web menus.
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You can naturally use the text links or you can completely rewrite them new according your liking,
as is ideal for your situation. Make sure that your own partner-ID in the link is maintained. You can
find a list of pre-built text links after login in One Biz-Account.
Tip: You can of course rewrite the text links in any form you wish. However, we recommend that
you use keywords in your texts, which is consistent and related to OneBiz.com page (such as: more
visitors, more traffic, traffic building, traffic automation, traffic organization). In addition, it is useful
to integrate so-called "call-to-actions" (calls to action) in the link text. Combine as well the ad "blog
posts" with the finished text links and link individual words in the blog post or trade items with
your partner link.

Step 8 - Signatures
Signatures such as text links are fast and very convenient to incorporate into websites, blogs,
newsletters, documents, files, emails, attachments and body text or footer. If you have your
own Yahoo, MSN, WEB or AOL email address, you will have already noticed the link text in
many other emails. These signatures you can create your own, and should do it too, because
many people click on it, once they receive an email.
Create now final signatures from the OneBiz account which will serve as default signature for all
your outgoing emails from your online email services e.g. (Gmail, GMX, WEB, Free Mail, AOL, etc.) in
Outlook, Thunderbird or other email box make sure that your affiliate ID is maintained and ideally
masquerade your affiliate link. For ready signatures, please check after logging into your OneBiz
account. Sure, you always customize them.
Use signatures for your daily emails and auto responders and set them by default in your email
program. Also for forums, signatures have proven to be very effective. In each signature your
personal partner link is already finished integrated. So if you're in the forum, or you have regularly
written many threads, then you can use a new signature set with to blow numerous partners links
and drive traffic over them.
Tip: You can always without hesitation change your signatures. Use, for example, your personal or
professional data such as address and telephone number & a "Call-2-Action" as a prompt.
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Step 9 - Banner
Banner advertising is the classic among the advertising on the Internet and is often used on
websites and blogs. Use the embed code to embed the desired banner on your websites and
blogs. Numerous ready-banners can be found after logging into your account OneBiz.
When you click on one of the built-in banners at the website (OneBiz.com) will open in a new
window. Your personal affiliate ID is already integrated in every banner code. Embed the banner
prominently in your websites and blogs. For high click-through rates you should consider placing
web-banners here for example, Home page of search results but also suitable logout page or a link
or download page.
Tip 1: In any case, you should embed the banner on the top third of your site. Ideally, copy the code
into the header of your website, which is often integrated as a single file in each requested page.
Thus, the banner will be displayed on every page request, which leads to more clicks and therefore
a faster growth of your team structure. Also recommended is the integration of the banner in the
sidebar of a blog.
Tip 2: Advanced Users can adapt graphically and stylistically all banners for their own pages. Note,
however, that the banners make a professional impression, otherwise turn the click-through rates
and thus lower your clicks. Think of your affiliate link!

Step 10 - Confirmation pages
One of the most underestimated sources of revenue for partners are called confirmation
pages. These only serve to confirm the users own side a process, such as a registration or Log
out process. In future, take your users exactly at these points on the hand and provide them
further information about other services and offers, provided by you such as OneBiz.com.
With this method many partners in Affiliate business generate fresh revenues almost immediately
as the customer just "finished" something in the head (newsletter registration, logout, etc.) and so
"ready" to get something new. He clicks on the banner and you have a new member in your growing
team structure.
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This advertising material is particularly suitable for the following "Confirmation pages"...
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Thank you page (after registration, registration, etc.)
Confirmation pages (for a specific action)
Newsletter login or logoff page
404 error page
Download page
Internal Membership page (e.g., under "Resources")
Logout page

Tip: The ads-materials can always be customized as usual to fit individual taste and style of your
webpages and blogs. Make sure that your affiliate link is maintained.
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6. OneBiz code of Honor for more Power!
The principles of OneBiz serve as the company's philosophy, guiding principles, code of
honor & corporate culture. They are the highest authority; nothing stands above these
principles in the hierarchy. They are the foundation values of the company and apply to all
employees’ partners, affiliates, and customers of the new cloud services.
"The sole objective of OneBiz is to fix the problems of the market as much as possible and
always further customize the resulting solutions, optimize and improve, them so that they
are more valuable for the customer! System for this are: EKS is, TQM, Kaizen & the concept of
self-learning fractal organization."
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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The need of the customer sets the direction for all actions, Promotions & strategies.
You are not employed by us, but working responsibly on your own.
You can and may under this Code, use the name OneBiz in domains in ads & campaigns.
All units of OneBiz are constructed according to the same fractal & viral rules. Clone it!
No Spam! Write particularly during the registration, only to contacts that you know and whom
you are allowed to send mails - who spasms, risks immediate account termination.
Learn every detail of OneBiz by heart and perfect them. The more knowledge you have, the
better your results will be. So you've got it in your hands, but we will support you.
Be prepared to Sturm from peak to peak. Expect Success! Challenge Success.
Tell to other people, partners and customers, how successful you are.
Be only satisfied with excellence and dedicate yourself to lifelong learning.
Be the best of you and help us to build an ecosystem around OneBiz.
Every problem is a communication problem, so communicate when problems arise!
Controlling, tracking and optimization is the foundation of continuous improvement.
Handle IMMEDIATELY if weaknesses, problems or errors prop up, Not tomorrow!
Work with 100% and finish what you've always started. Jump OVER the finishing line.
The company rewards just one ability, and that is the initiative!
The greater your success as an OneBiz user, the larger will your degrees of freedom.
Work daily on increasing your energy levels (Instruction Gear Nutrition, sports, detoxification).
Work to see that trust, optimism, independence & optimism emerges!
Basically the global market potential is 100% free. We are taking our part.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Never handle without a goal! A concrete goal & clear plan are required for all measures.
Watch your statistics! Continuous testing is the cornerstone of everything!
Compare regularly what has been achieved with the objectives set and correct if necessary.
Each week, optimize in writing at least one thing constructively in OneBiz and reports about it.
Celebrate all your victories & Successes in OneBiz, as well as the victories and achievements of
other users in Team.
Never give up! Giving up is not an option. Ask others for help. They are going to do it.
Never leave Customers & Partners in the dark! Offer unlimited help always.
Immerse you daily in the details of the great "Vision 2020" and OneBiz business goals.
There no failure, only interim results on the path to the vision!
The jacking each other freely, but be prepared to reflect critically.
Be 100% loyal, sincere, show integrity and be authentic!
You deserve to be among the best and you are good enough! We love you!
Team spirit is the best that can happen to you! You can freely develop.
OneBiz is cool! Tell others too!
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7. The waiting is over, common on, get involved!
This is it! The train has started rolling and is in motion. The realization of a journey which a
few months ago, nobody could have believed begins. Rails were laid, stations built,
conductors trained and train crew were first hired. Dozens of investors (!) Have recognized
the signs of the times in advance and secured a place in the "digital high-speed train" called
OneBiz.
Sure, it needed for the future, patience, peace and perfect planning. But after a starting history
which could be likened to thriller, an enthusiastic response at the first presentation at the Internet
Marketing Conference in spring in Berlin and after a large-scale road show across Germany, Austria
and Switzerland, the vision of a trio has come true.
"It is time to raise the curtain, it's time to mentally and morally prepare for what is to come...
in the coming weeks and months. Be happy to expect a pioneering technology for long-term,
viral and fully automated traffic building on the Internet!"
You can switch all your FUTURE campaigns on a full Autopilot system which is time-saving and
controllable from a single, powerful platform. The cloud service allows you Basically 2 things:
1. First, to automate the targeted traffic building for your own projects by allowing timed-publish
any content on the Internet.
2. And secondly, a system modeled on the network marketing multi-stage commission and bonus
program, which is absolutely unique in its kind. For affiliates, MLMarketers and investors with
an interest in passive income a golden chance!
The cloud service is a razor-sharp tool; a tool for creators, for people who go into action, for
webmasters who know that after the theory action follows. Webmasters, who do not apply the
concentrated power of OneBiz, will surely continue to wallow in the muddy traffic lakes of the
Internet.
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Work with OneBiz! Start to understand the tool and integrate them into your thinking. Use it to plan
your campaigns to promote events or to promote affiliate products and supply your online store or
membership system with new customers, improve your public relations to collect fresh leads or to
launch your new project.
Before the cloud service officially starts, you as a prospective customer, affiliate, Networkers, future
customer and / or investor, now are the opportunity to secure an excellent starting position in the
integrated multi-stage commission & bonus program. Regardless of whether and how you
personally want to use OneBiz later.
Build your own powerful team NOW before the official launch of OneBiz, help your team to
understand how and for what you can use OneBiz later for and train your team on how they
themselves can equally build a large and powerful team and the process is repeated.
Best Get Started IMMEDIATELY by discussing this e-book from the first page to the last with
members of your team and immediately begin to use the finished advertising materials in the
Account for distribution on the web & secure thereby your lifelong position in OneBiz network.
"The higher up you get an account on the plains, the stronger the Be spill-over effect
and the more lucrative it is for you and your team."
Take advantage of the increasing attention around OneBiz, get yourself a large Cup of coffee and go
best for the next 30 days daily as follows...
● Learn all about OneBiz
Visit the official blog, subscribe to OneBiz newsletter, take a look at the latest trailer video and
read the two official e-books.
● Take part in the Lottery Raffle Draws Challenge
Activate the many great bonuses, EBooks, discounts, tickets for OneBizCON and other
incentives. Every colleague or friend you successfully invite, brings you closer to the Bonus,
generates for you more points with a parallel-running € 175,000 raffle and is directly attributed
to your own team structure.
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● Use the finished advertising materials
In order to build a large team soon as possible before the official launch of OneBiz, you need to
collect so many bonuses to unlock and collect a lot of points for the raffle, and you should also
make use of the ready-to-use professional ad-materials for your promotions. You can always
adapt and customize the materials as your wishes will allow and publish on the Internet.
The path of OneBiz is set! The company will develop a systematic and step by step online and
offline-based international franchise system entrepreneurship and marketing sector.
As a result, you will not only be participating with your team on the digital services of the new
cloud service. But by the online and offline oriented multi-stage commission and bonus program
which in the long term with envelope also thousands of local franchise offices around the world, …
again new customers and users who feed the OneBiz system in their regions of the world.
"Thus, a completely new dimension in franchising and network marketing is created, as well
as a huge opportunity for smart affiliates MLMarketer, customers, entrepreneurs and
investors who have recognized the signs of the time!"
The best of the worlds affiliate marketing, content marketing, franchising, network
marketing, MLM and were deeply merged in a fractal growing and strong viral system
aligned and combined in a novel platform for traffic building & Visitor generation.
Use one of the cloud's most powerful tools for automated traffic building on the Internet AND earn
through referrals residual lifelong income. START NOW! This could be the month of your life…

www.OneBiz.com
Gold Luck!
Your OneBiz Team
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8. SPECIAL! OneBiz Mastermind Event in Dubai
Come up with the best partners, the most active teams OneBiz the core team and the 3 heads
of the international franchise system OneBiz.com in the city of the superlatives! Celebrate
where records are normal, your own great success in OneBiz Network.
Let us pick you up from snow white stretch limousine from the airport, visit the Burj Khalifa, the
tallest building on earth about 820 meters high, Lodge direct in a hotel built right on the artificial
"The Palms" Island: At the luxury hotel Atlantis, one of the most exclusive addresses in the world.
The OneBiz Mastermind Event in Dubai is open to any partner of OneBiz. You can register either
"only" and qualify for the flight and book hotel tickets yourself or you can reach after qualifying for
the event a certain level multilevel commission program OneBiz and you win the entire trip!
Learning & celebrating with the best!

Qualify Now and take part at the…

OneBiz Dubai Mastermind

Autumn 2014

More information about the OneBiz Dubai Mastermind please refer to your OneBiz account.
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